Hate Crime Awareness – Years 9/10
1 hour sessions

OFSTED Inspectors give particular priority to:

“Assessing how well schools promote equality of opportunity and how effectively they tackle
discrimination”
Ofsted Principles: School Inspection

Overall purpose of session:
This interactive and lively session will allow pupils to explore the impact of hate crime/incidents on victims’ lives. It will
outline the severity of being offenders in hate crime/incidents and also encourage reporting should pupils experience or
witness such instances both within school and outside of school. The session will incorporate producing a personalised
poster campaign using the pupil’s photos which will visually reinforce the school’s commitment to challenging hate
crime/incidents. This session will complement your Citizenship Modules particularly challenging racism and
discrimination as well as helping the school to achieve its commitments towards community cohesion.
Facilitators:
This package has been produced by Preston & Western Lancashire Racial Equality Council in conjunction with Lancashire
Constabulary. The session will be facilitated by:
An experienced Race Hate professional and or/assistant Race Hate Officer
An experienced police officer (there may be occasional instances when this is not available)
Requirements:
Session is conducive to a maximum of 30 pupils (ideal classroom size would be 20-25).
1 hour sessions can be repeated throughout the day and as such the session could be delivered to the entire year group
in 1 day.
Training to be delivered at school requires a suitable room, flipchart papers and visual equipment & refreshments for
facilitators
Content of session:
Hate crime quiz
Exploring the impact of victimisation on victims lives through a range of methods including DVDs & case studies
Production of a hate crime poster campaign
Each pupil will receive a pin badge demonstrating their stance against hate
Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the session the pupils will be able to:
Demonstrate an understanding of what hate crime is
Have an understanding of the impact of victimisation on victims lives
Understand the consequences of being an offender of hate crime/incidents
Understand the need to report such occurrences should pupils experience it or witness it both inside school or
outside of school
Cost:
Delivery of the session will be free in Lancashire; however it does require schools to pay £80 towards the production of
the poster and other incidental cost incurred; the poster will be presented to the school within a few weeks of the
delivered session.
Contact:
Nafysa Patel, Race Hate Manager on 01772 885128, nafysa@prestonrec.org.uk to arrange

Previous experience of delivery:
This package has been delivered to a number of community groups and schools and has been very well received.
Some feedback from school children:

“This was very
helpful”

“Thanks I
learned a
lot”

“Fantastic”

“Hate crime
must stop, you
make people
realise how bad
it is with the
videos you use”

“It helped me to
understand more
about the
different kinds of
hate crime...carry
on doing it”

